1. In this note we present a proof of a result of Muckenhoupt and Wheeden.
The technique used is suggested by Hedberg [2] . We also give some results which parallel those in [2] and [3] for the cases p = 1 and q = oo.
A nonnegative function v, defined on R , is said to belong to A (l < p, q < oo) if (L1) (ïH vq{x)dx)l/\i\ Jo-w-"*)1*'**<-Here p = p/ip -l) and Q denotes a ¿-dimensional cube in R with sides parallel to a standard system of axes and centered at x. For p = 1, this measure spaces (R , dp.) where dp: = vqix) dx and
In particular, if v e A , then We remark here that in [3] it is proved that v £ A is both necessary and sufficient for (2.1). The proof here is somewhat simpler.
Finally they
give a weak type estimate instead of (2.2) for which v £ A . is necessary and sufficient.
Proof. Let 8 > 0 be given. Then
Ta/w=/|x_yM fW*-y\a-ddy+j'\x. where B¿ = íy| \x -y\ < 2~l8\. Hence /j(x) < A^M^/Xx). Similarly /2(x) < £ ir-l8)a-d fg \fiy)\ dy < A'e8-<iMa+(f)ix). Let pj = 2qjl and p2 = 2cfe/«7 so that l/p1 + l/p2 = 1. Applying Holder's inequality to (2.3) after integrating and using the above notation, we have J|Tft/(*M*)|«A<1|F|#i|G||,2.
By an application of (1.4) \\npr{S\iMa¿)ix)vix)\q<dXy/pi < cm*/*1.
Similarly ]|Cj||^,2 < C||/v||^c -Combining these inequalities leads to (2. 1).
The proof of (2.2) follows in the same manner with the use of inequality (1.6).
We give one more result, this time, for the case q = oo. The last inequality follows from (1.4). 
